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Facebook, Flickr. Shutterfly and countless other
social media and specialty digital files sites allow users to
post and share images to a community with a frequency and
ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

 ia) United States Patent (10) Patent Nox US 10,621,228 B2
Desmond et al. (45) Date of Patent: *Apr. 14, 2020 
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 As described in detail below, the various embodiments

provide much-needed platforms that save a user significant
time, provide significant information with minimal screen
space, and provide an appealing and customizable interface
that will enhance the user experience.
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In this view, individual or groups of

Digital Piles are illustrated as photo thumbnails (see indi-
087 0875)) on the map and the user can select

the thumbnail to:see all the Digital Files with the same
location (as seen FIG. 34 (indicator 1630)) or the user can
use the interactive map and narrow the map view byeither
using the zoom in/zoomout bar (0876) on the left or simply
selecting the map.   
 

Fx. 1001, 29:48-55
 

Fx. 1001, HG. 41
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